
Full stack Developer

JAN FRANCISJAN FRANCIS
ISRAELISRAEL

Adaptable web developer excelling in both
independent and collaborative environments,

consistently prioritizing the delivery of high-quality
results within challenging deadlines. Results-driven

professional with a diverse skill set, skilled in
translating client visions into cutting-edge websites.

EDUCATION

FULL STACK FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPERWEB DEVELOPER

+1 (403) 307-4402

janfrancisisrael@gmail.com

107 Nolan St. Red Deer, AB T4P 1Y9

www.janisrael.com

www.linkedin.com/in/jan-francis-israel

https://github.com/janisrael

CONTACT

RED DEER POLYTECHNIC
Diploma - Software Development 

2022 - 2023

2006 - 2010
FRANCISCAN COLLEGE OF IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology

PHP

LARAVEL

PYTHON

REST API

SQL

VUE JS

ANGULAR JS

REACT JS

SKILLS

WORK EXPERIENCE

JUN 2020 - 2023SMARTCHARTS LTD

Full stack Developer - Remote

 AUG 2018 -  2020VISAYAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Full stack Developer 

JUN 2017 - 2018SMARTSOURCING

Develop responsive web pages using frameworks like React,
Angular, or Vue.js.
Architect and implement the server-side logic, ensuring the
seamless development and integration of robust back-end
functionalities for optimal performance and functionality in
web applications.
Develop and sustain additional features for current websites.

Strategize and execute the development of a web application
tailored for a Supply and Procurement System within the
university environment. Employ Vue.js and Laravel to
seamlessly integrate advanced functionalities, ensuring a
robust and efficient system to meet the specific needs of the
university's procurement processes.

Create mobile website versions through the development of
both hybrid and native applications.
Design, develop, and consistently uphold the widgets and
functionalities of the current website, ensuring optimal
performance and seamless user experience. Regularly update
and enhance features to meet evolving requirements and user
expectations.

NODE JS

JAVASCRIPT

WORDPRESS

BOOTSTRAP

HTML5

CSS3

GIT version control

CODEIGNITER

mailto:janfrancisisrael@gmail.com
http://www.janisrael.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jan-francis-israel
https://github.com/janisrael


AZTEC BPO
Sr. Web Developer

AUG 2015 -  2016ASIAN GATEWAY COMMUNICATION 
SUPPORT (AGCS)
IT Engineer

Web and graphics designer 

Transaction Processor

FEB 2016 - 2017

Design and develop websites using the WordPress platform,
incorporating customized themes and functionalities to meet
specific client needs and enhance user experiences.
Transfer websites to a different web server and implement
alterations to enhance their online presence and functionality.
Customizing WordPress themes and plugins to align with
specific client requirements, ensuring a tailored and
responsive web solution.

 NOV 2012 - 2015AUTHOR SOLUTIONS LLC

Generate innovative ideas and insights to enhance the
usability of our web tools. Coordinate the analysis, design,
implementation, and testing phases for a substantial software
system.
Created innovative features and website services.
Incorporated user-facing elements crafted by front-end
developers with server-side logic.
Enhanced the application for optimal speed and scalability.

Conceptualize and craft page layouts and templates, focusing
on creating visually engaging and user-friendly designs that
enhance the overall aesthetic and functionality of web pages.
Illustrate and craft visual materials for books and various
printed materials.
Produce design assets for use in social media and marketing
channels.
Collaborate with UX, marketing, engineering, and other teams.
Develop and maintain consistent branding.
Create a diverse range of branding materials, including logos,
business cards, letterheads, and various marketing collateral.
Also, specialize in designing captivating and visually
appealing book covers to effectively convey the essence and
allure of the literary content.

AUG 2010 - 2012AFFILIATED COMPUTER SERVICES

Conduct precise data entry to document details from
blueprints.
Quality control for categorizing blueprints.

REFERENCE

zacharydilworth@gmail.com

Zach Dilworth (former CEO Aztec BPO)

Phone: 

Email :

DTN - Demand Gen Leader of Ops

  linkedin.com/in/zacharydilworthlinkedin:

+1 (858)-371-9424

Tina Mortiga

Phone: 

Blaze Pizza - Manager
+1 (403)-307-5778

Awareness of the Web Development industry,

and new technologies. 

Strategically thinking through all parts of the

design process Knowledge of International web

standards and protocols. 

Able to organise own workload effectively and

prioritise tasks. 

Can quickly understand business requirements

and then translate these into functional

requirements.

 

Can manage multiple projects in a fast-paced,

deadline-driven environment. 

Adaptable and able to quickly pick up new

techniques. 

Passionate about doing a good job. 

First rate interpersonal and communication

skills, able to easily interact with fellow

developers and customers alike.

Comfortable with being the ‘go to’ person in a

company. 

Strongly committed to all projects from

inception right through to the end.

KEY COMPETENCIES

Jester Lim

Phone: 

Smartcharts - QA Specialist
+63 (923)-124-5767

https://www.linkedin.com/in/zacharydilworth?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_contact_details%3BribREiJuQwCM51PPXQp%2B%2Fg%3D%3D

